Issue 4, 2015（Volume 45）
Sustainability Update
CBCSD 11th Conference on Latest Trends of Sustainable Development---Economic “New Normal” and the Sustainable Development
Pathway
Themed with “Economic “New Normal” and the Sustainable
Development Pathway”, CBCSD’s 10th Workshop on Latest Trends of
Sustainable Development was held in Beijing. More than 150 delegates
from government, enterprise, intellectual, social organization
participated in the conference on April 16 in Beijing.

Mr. Wang Zhongyu,
President of CEC and
former Standing Vice
Chairman of CPPCC

Seize Opportunity and Improve Capability
to Deepen Sustainable Development
Enterprise should consider to explore the
sustainable pathways actively under the
new normal economy: 1. Draw a long-term
blue print guided by the development plan;
2. Seize the opportunity brought by
Internet Plus and enhance the capability
and level of sustainable development; 3.
Optimize industrial distribution and realize
energy
conservation
and
emission
reduction; 4. Improve inner capability and
use advanced management skills.

Mr. Wang Zhongyu, President of CEC and former Standing Vice
Chairman of CPPCC; Dr. Dong-Soo Hur, Chairman of KBCSD; Mr. Su Wei,
Director of Climate Change Department, NDRC; Ms. Fang Li, Assistant
Secretary General of CCICED; Mr. Jiang Kejun, Director of Energy
System and Market Analysis Research Centre, Energy Research Institute;
Mr. Hao Jiming, Academician of CAE and Professor of Tsinghua
University; Mr. Chen Liming, Chairman of IBM Greater China Group; Mr.
Edward Yang, President of BP China; Jing Feng, Director of CAUPD
respectively delivered speeches from the perspective of environment
and development, smog prevention, carbon peak, sustainable cities
and Internet+. With in-depth analysis and simple diction, they
introduced the new trend and direction of climate change, GHG
reduction and total emission control from the macro policy level and
the practical level. They also provide new pathways for the
implementation of sustainable development strategy under the nee
normal from different perspective. The conference was Moderated by
Mr. Li Decheng, Standing Vice President & Director-General of CEC.

CBCSD 2015 AGM
On April 16, CBCSD 2015 AGM was held in Beijing, more than 70 leaders
and delegates from its board and member enterprises including
Sinopec, BP, Dupont, Novozymes and Veolia etc. were presented. Mr.
Chen Jinhua, former Vice Chairman of the CPPCC National Committee
and Honorary President of CBCSD, set a congratulatory letter. He
emphasized that, New Normal calls for new actions, We now faced
hard-won opportunities to boost sustabinable development.
Enterprises should stand at a higher position and hold sustainable
development as their core strategy, to make contribution to the
harmonious progress of our economy, society and environment.
Related Materials:
Congratulatory Letter from Mr. Chen Jinhua（中文、English）

The AGM reviewed and approved the 2014 Work Review and 2015
Work Plan Report addressed by Mr. Wang Jiming, President of CBCSD,
and CBCSD Financial Report of 2014 and Budget for 2015 addressed by
Mr.Hu Xinxin, Secretary General of CBCSD and former standing Vice
Chairman of CEC. The CBCSD AGM acknowledged CBCSD for its
excellent role of platform to gather its board and member companies
to promote the sustainable develop.CBCSD has strictly follow the
Budget approved by the board council meeting, which ensure the 2014
projects were carried out successfully. In 2015, CBCSD will continue to
increase numbers of the board and member companies, expand the
project area, promote the sustainable development from enterprise
perspective and strengthen the platform role, promoting more
enterprises to go-out and improving their international influence.
DeTao Group and CADREG Had Officially Become CBCSD’s Members
DeTao Group and CADREG had officially become the CBCSD members
and will serve as the expert enterprises to participant in CBCSD’s
projects related to integrated
reporting and building efficiency . By
the end of April 2015, there are 70
members in CBCSD which covers
dozens of industries including
petroleum, electricity etc.

Signing Ceremony of the New CBCSD Members
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Dr. Dong-Soo Hur,
Chairman of KBCSD

Mr. Su Wei, Director
of Climate Change
Department, NDRC

Stand Together Regardless of the Situations,
Jointly Promote Sustainable Development by
China and Korea
As the strong countries in Asia, China and
South Korea should strengthen industrial links
to stimulate the growth engine. CBCSD and
KBCSD plan to held the China-Korea CEO
Roundtable Meeting in July, which will be a
new catalyst for expanding low-carbon trend
and green business opportunity. It is a
necessary platform to help find sustainable
economic growing solutions.
Actively Adapt to the New Normal and Face
the International Climate Change
We face new challenges and opportunities for
addressing climate change: (1) Internationally,
CO2 emission has taken a quarter of the world,
and has become the focus of international
negotiations; (2) Domestically, low-carbon
development and GHG emission control are
necessary and also the inner requirements to
realize the sustainable development in China.

Sustainability Driven by Responsibility and
Innovation: Practices of IBM
The difficulty for solving the sustainable
development issue is to tackle the challenges of
economic development, environmental protection,
resources and energy sustainable development at
the same time. Systemic tools are needed to
address the systemic problems, which IT offers a
solution. IT development is not just a simple Mr. Chen Liming,
quantitative change, but also an upgrading Chairman of IBM
Greater China Group
revolution. It has already impacted all the business,
working and living modes.

PM2.5 Air Pollution Prevention in China:
Advances and Prospects
We must see the seriousness of PM 2.5 prevention
and control. Standard is not enough, emission
reduction is the only way. Only by reducing the
emission by 30-60% from now on, can the air
quality change significantly. It is an ongoing
process with a long way to go. It is a shared
responsibility of government, enterprise and the
public, all region should face this together.

Mr. Hao Jiming,
Academician of CAE
and Professor of
Tsinghua University

2035 Energy Outlook

Mr. Jiang Kejun,
Director of Energy
System and Market
Analysis Research
Centre, Energy
Research Institute

Ms. Fang Li,
Assistant Secretary
General of CCICED

Haze, Low-carbon and Energy Development
It is a right choice to use natural gas to
substitute coal. From energy perspective,
natural gas supply is going to reach 260 billion
m3 in 2015. 2015 will be a practical year since
we hope to see the prices of natural gas will
reflect its cost. Renewable energy and nuclear
power will offer great opportunities for GHG
emission reduction.
Engaging Companies to Adapt to the “New
Normal” of Environmental Cooperation
New Environmental Protection Law’s ultimate
target is to change the potential market into an
obvious one. Local governments must consider
environmental impacts while attracting
investment in the future, since the paper will
be accompanied by his life. “One Belt and One
Road” and “Going-Out” are currently China's
big strategies, and Green Finance will influence
foreign investment and going-out strategies.

In terms of trade flow, we should adopt an open
mind to conduct international cooperation and
enhance the distribution efficiency of resources. In
terms of energy structure, China should adjust the
energy consumption structure, push the
development of natural gas and clean energy, and
decline the reliance on coal to adapt to
development trend. In terms of sustainable
development, we call for policy makers to take
practical actions to provide support.

Mr. Edward Yang,
President of BP
China

Urbanization Development Mode and
Institutional Research based on the Concept of
Ecological Civilization
Three suggestions for urbanization plan: (1)
Identify the problems from an integrated space
perspective and make development targets and
limitations; (2)Set up a healthy tax system and
adaptive development mode to leave enough
space for future need; (3) Implement peopleoriented urbanization, and strengthen the training
of city planners, set up prize and punishment
mechanism to build a publication and education
system facing the public.

Mr. Jing Feng,
Director of CAUPD

The Business and Climate Summit Will be Held in Paris Next Month
As one of the key events in Paris Climate Week, the Business and Climate Summit is going to be held in Paris on May 20-21 next month.
This summit was held by WBCSD and Global Compact and it is expected to invite thousands of business leaders, investors and decision
makers to find the solutions from the international level perspective and help the low-carbon economy to transit, and it also serves as the
preparation for the 2015 COP21 conference held 200 days later.
Summit Website：http://www.businessclimatesummit.com/
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BP 2035 Energy Outlook: China will be the World’s Largest
Energy Importer
On April 28, BP released the BP 2035 Energy Outlook in Beijing,
which showed that the energy structure of China will keep
changing, by 2035, coal’s leading position will decline to 51%,
natural gas will double to 12%, and petroleum will stay the
same as 18%. BP predicted that China will be the world’s
largest energy importer by 2035 and surpass Europe with the
rate grow from 15% to 23%.

BP 2035
Energy
Outlook

Extended Reading： BP 2035 Energy Outlook
Sinopec, State Grid and Eaton etc. CBCSD Board and Member
Companies Ranked in “2015 China CSR Top 500”
Recently, the China CSR Top 500 was
announced in Beijing. CBCSD Board and
member companies including Sinopec,
State Grid and Eaton ranked in the list from
1600 candidate enterprises . Besides,
Sinopec also won the “2015 Model CSR”
and “Model Case for CSR ManagementChina Top 500” awards due to its excellent
CSR performance . Eaton won the “Model
Case for Legal Ethics-2015 China CSR” due
to its honest operation which abides by the
business ethics.

Extended Reading：
Sinopec ranked in the TOP 10 of 2015 China CSR TOP 500 list
Eaton ranked in 2015 China CSR TOP 500

Baosteel Strived to Set a Iron and Steel Service Platform
Ouyeyunshang
On April 24, Chen Derong, President of Baosteel, expressed
publicly on the 2014 Stockholder Conference and Presentation of
Analyst Performance that, China’s iron and steel industry have
come to the crossroad of Internet +. Ouyeyunshang aims to serve
as the integrated iron and steel service platform on e-commerce,
logistics, data service and financial service, and leads to a new
order of iron and steel distribution.
“Let's Partner on Climate Action. Now”: Veolia Signs the Call by
leading CEO’s Committed to the Climate Change
CEOs from 43 leading international groups in 20 different sectors
with operations in over 150 countries, jointly generating over $1.2
trillion dollars in revenue in 2014, are launching a joint initiative to
lay down the bases for a global and responsible agreement on the
climate, at the COP21 in Paris in December 2015.They will all sign
an open letter to be sent to world leaders, inviting them to take
hands-on decisions at the climate “COP 21” climate conference.
Veolia CEO, Antoine Frérot, acting on behalf of our Group, is one of
the members of the call “Let's Partner on Climate Action. Now.”
published and relayed in the Financial Times.
Novozymes Bio-technology Helped Reduce 60 Million Tons of CO2
Emission
In 2014, Novozymes bio-technology helped the industries across
the world reduce 60 million tons of CO2 emission. Enzyme
pharmaceutics developed by Novozymes is a bio-catalyst and also
one of the core technologies of industrial production. Adding
enzymes into the industrial production could reduce the CO2
emission.
Michelin Won the Best Supplier Award from Boeing Company
On April 15, Michelin accepted the Best Supplier Award with other
13 companies and one university thanks to its outstanding
performance. Boeing said, this award is the recognition of Michelin
because whoever won the award is the outstanding one in the
industry. Michelin also won the “Boeing Excellent Performance”
Award.
Nippon Won the 2014 International Best CSR Honor
Recently, community care project of Nippon stood out among 100
cases and won the award of Ragan Awards “Best Annual CSR
Project”.

Royal Dutch Shell Won Daimler Supplier Award 2014 in the Partnership Category
The annual Daimler Supplier Award is designed to recognise outstanding performance. More than
450 top-level representatives of the most important Daimler suppliers attended this year’s gala at
the Mercedes-Benz Center in Stuttgart. A total of 10 suppliers were recognised in different Daimler
Supplier Award categories. In the area of International Procurement Services, Shell won the award in
the Partnership category for outstanding performance in the joint implementation of a lubricants
after-sales business in China.
Chemchina Attended the Conference on International Exchange of Professionals
On April 18, the 13th CIEP was held in Shenzhen. Chemchina, as an important member of “SASACcentral government controlled enterprises section”, participated in the conference. With the theme
of Better Chemistry, Better Life, Chemchina showed the track records of international cooperation
and talent introduction projects, which attracted experts from home and abroad to communicate.
Integrated with International Innovation Resources, Foshan Industrial Cluster Built Smart Cities
with De Tao Group
On April 24, the Connection Fair of Foshan Industrial Cluster and De Tao on International Innovation
Resources was held in Shanghai. Companies including the Ant Soldier and De Tao singed the strategic
cooperation agreement. Both sides will display their resource advantage and accelerate the
connection on brand upgrade, industry innovation plan and De Tao resource so as to promote the
smart city construction and industrial upgrading.
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Urbanization and Ecological Civilization Construction
2015 China International Urbanization Forum: Innovation and
Practice
On April 18, 2015 China International Urbanization Forum was
held in Shanghai. With the theme of “Innovation and Practice”,
more than 500 delegates from home and abroad discussed
with the theme of “One Belt and One Road”, Yangtze Economic
Belt, FTA construction, and new type of urbanization
construction. Delegates shared development experience of
cities and helped to improve the practical innovation of new
urbanization.
Forum Website:
http://finance.sina.com.cn/focus/2015zgczhgcgjlt/?from=single
message&isappinstalled=0

Green Building Material Evaluation Methods Management
Detailed Rules for Implementation (Draft for Comment) was
issued
On April 9, MOHURD and MIIT jointly released the Green
Building Material Evaluation Methods Management Detailed
Rules for Implementation (Draft for Comment) and drafts for
comment on green building materials thermal insulation
material (wall and house), wall material (blocks), premixed
concrete, building glass, ceramic tile (board), and sanity ware.

The 8th International Urbanization Summit Held in Beijing
On April 30, the 8th International Urbanization Summit was
held in Beijing with the theme of “New Type of Urbanization
and Land Usage”. Hu Cunzhi, Vice Minister of MLR and deputy
director of CIUDSRC made a keynote speech named
“Implement the strategy of saving first; improve the intensity
cities development construction and green development”. He
proposed to make scientific planning and limit the traditional
city building. He also said to make land support policy, stick to
resource limitation so as to push the new urbanization
construction.

The State Council Implement the Development Plan for
Yangtze River Middle Reaches City Clusters
On April 5, the State Council signed to agree the Development
Plan for Yangtze River Middle Reaches City Clusters. This is the
first cross region city cluster plan the state council ever agreed
after the country’s new urbanization plan (2014-2020). The
plan set six priorities: 1. Coordinate urban and rural
development; 2. Infrastructure interconnectivity; 3.
Coordinated development among industries; 4. Jointly build
eco-civilization; 5. Share public service; 6. Deepen opening up
to the outside world.

Ministry of Finance and MEP Released Government and Social
Capital Cooperation Implementation in Advancing the Water
Pollution Prevention
On April, the Ministry of Finance and MEP jointly released
Government and Social Capital Cooperation Implementation in
Advancing the Water Pollution Prevention, which provided
several brilliant ideas on promoting water pollution prevention
PPP project. Policy should also lean to the PPP project, such as
including financial reward, investment subsidiary and
government payment etc. It also encourages the social capital
being used as the environmental protection fund especially for
water pollution prevention PPP project.

MEP Released the Air Quality in 74 Cities and Key Places in
the First Quarter and March, 2015
The MEP released the 74 cities air quality including Beijing,
Tianjin and Hebei Province; Yangtze River Delta and Pearl River
Delta etc. in the first quarter and March, 2015. In March,
average standard days hit 71.1%, slight pollution days hit
21.1%, mid-pollution and heavy pollution were 5.5% and 1.8&
respectively; extreme pollution days were 0.5%. Among those
pollution days, PM 2.5 is the primary pollutant, with PM 10
following.

97 Cities Included in the National Smart City List
On April 14, a list of 2014 national smart city pilot list was
released. 97 districts, counties and towns including Mentougou
district of Beijing were involved. Other 41Projects were set as
the special pilots. MOHURD and MOST released a statement
about the detailed works related lately.

Extended Reading:
Green Building Material Evaluation Methods Management
Detailed Rules for Implementation (Draft for Comment)

8 Cities Listed as Sino-Europe Low-carbon Eco Pilot Cities
Recently, 8 cities including Qingdao, Changzhou, Hefei, Weihai,
Zhuzhou, Liuzhou, Guilin and Fengxi passed the examination of
MOHURD and EU, have officially become the pilot cities of
China-Europe Low-carbon Cities Cooperation Project, which will
conduct its work in intensive development plan, clean energy
usage, green building, green transportation, water resources
and water system, waste disposal, green industry
development, city upgrade and historic sites protection.
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Low-carbon Development, Energy and Climate Change
The State Council Released the “Ten Principles on Water”
On April 16, the State Council printed
and issued the water prevention
action plan, which said to limit the
pollutant emission, promote economic
structure upgrading, protect water
resources,
strengthen
scientific
support, display the market role and
tighten the management of water
environment condition.
Further Reading:
Shi Xiaojuan from MEP Analyses the “Ten Principles on Water”
Bureau of Energy: Beyond 2020, New Energy Development
will See a Peak
On April 15, the 9th International New Energy Summit was
held. Liang Zhipeng, vice minister of National Energy
Administration said new energy development will see a peak
after 2020. New energy development in the Thirteen’s Five
Year Plan will be featured by: 1. Renewable energy will turn
from supplementary of fossil fuels to substitute of fossil fuels;
2. Transition of renewable energy should be realized on the
production side and solar energy generation should be the
primal force of energies in production; 3. Renewable energy
development will be adjusted according to regional condition;
4. Transition of renewable energy should be realized on the
consumption side. Renewable energy should supply heat and
supplement electricity.
National Carbon Market Roadmap was Clear
On April, 25, Global New Energy Development Report was
released by Hanergy Holding Group Limited and New Energy
Chamber of Commerce. China’s carbon market was at a crucial
stage in 2014, seven pilot provinces and cities finished their
jobs, national integrated carbon market was on its way of
establishment. According to the report, in 2014, secondary
market in seven provinces and cities sales volume was 13.83
million tons, with 495 million RMB yuan. Among which, Hubei
Carbon market is the most active one, accounted more than
half of the sales volume.

Atmospheric Law is Expected to be Rectified this Year, CAAC
Actively Provided Suggestions
CAAC, jointly established by a group of key scientific research
institutions such as Tsinghua University, CAEP, EIA, Fudan
University, Nanjing University, Beijing Normal University,
CRAES, Peking University and Renmin University of China
released the Atmospheric Law Compilation report. The
rectification is expected to finish in this year.
Tiered pricing for electricity Seminar in Cement Industry Held
On April 29, Energy Conservation Department in MIIT and Price
Department in NDRC held the tiered pricing for electricity
seminar in cement industry, on which the people in charge
introduced the policy background, overall plan, policy
implementation procedure, standard and supporting systems
for the cement industry to carry out tiered pricing for
electricity. The participants discussed and exchanged views on
the mechanism design, implementation, and the development
trend of the cement industry.
The US Handed Over its GHG Emission Reduction Plan to the
UN
The US government officially handed over its GHG Emission
Reduction Plan to the UN on March 31, which said to reduce
the GHG emission by 26% to 28% by 2025 compared with 2005.
The White House said, this Plan was based on the China-US
Joint Statement on Climate Change signed in last November
when President Obama visited China, related reduction targets
are included in the Joint Statement.

Japan Basically Drew the GHG Emission Reduction Targets,
Still Fall Behind Others
On April, 23, Japanese government had officially entered into
adjustment phase which is to reduce the GHG emission by 25%
by 2030. Energy structure is the prerequisite of GHG reduction,
the government had decided to use 20-22% of nuclear
generation and 22-24% of solar power generation.

2014 China Carbon Market Annual Report Released
2014 China Carbon Market Annual Report is a summarizing report conducted by Sinocarbon Innovation and Investment Co., Ltd.
This is the second year of releasing. It includes major events in the 2014 carbon market, reviewed the development of carbon
trading market and voluntary emission reduction trading market and also looked through the construction route of the national
carbon market.
Download： http://pan.baidu.com/s/1pJFRxX5

Figure 1: Average price of sales volume in seven pilot carbon
markets

Figure 2: Aggregated trading volume and transaction volume
in seven pilot carbon markets
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Corporate Social Responsibility
China CSR Top 500 Released, Chinese Companies Performed
Well
On March 27, China CSR Top 500 evaluation report was
released in Beijing. It showed that compared with the
international Top 500 companies, Chinese companies’
performance is not inferior in any respect and they are leading
in the finalist. Foreign capital companies, SOEs and private
companies are neck to neck in implementing CSR.
Conference Website：
http://finance.sina.com.cn/focus/2015_zgqyshzr500q/
Cement CSR under New Normal from the New Evaluation
System Perspective
In early April, China's Building Materials and Beijing East Junhe
Management Consultant Company jointly issued 2014 Year
China Cement CSR Evaluation List. This is the first CSR
evaluation implemented by a third party professional
institutions in the building material industry, and also the first
CSR new evaluation system based on the big data.
The evaluation has realized three important innovations:
First, it is the first Cement CSR evaluation system with
combination between internationalization and localization, as
well as between standardization and industry-oriented;
Second, it is the first list reflecting the "Internet +" thinking and
applying the big data;
Third, it does further objective analysis for the first time on the
Cement CSR from four dimensions including corporate
governance, economic performance, environmental impact
and social impact.

China Oversea’s Mining Investment Sustainable Development
Seminar Held in Beijing
On April 29, CCCMC and GIZ (Germany) co-hosted the China
Oversea’s Mining Investment Sustainable Development
Seminar in Beijing and shared their views on “responsibility,
mutual learning, integration and development”. They also
offered their opinions on the solutions and suggestions and
shares the best practices and experiences.

Academy of Social Science: CSR Implementation should Down
to Earth
On April 28, experts and entrepreneurs gathered in Chengdu
for “Sharing CSR—Public Benefit 2015” and discussed the roles
companies played in implementing CSR. They believed that CSR
should be down to earth and be the liaison in enterprise
activities.

CSR International Forum Held in Tokyo, Europe, US, China and
ASEAN Country Companies Exchanged on the New Trend on
CSR
On April 28, Japan Civil Association held the CSR International
Forum, on which the participants discussed the economic trend
and the role CSR played in cross boarder communication.
Delegates from US, China, Europe and ASEAN countries
introduced the latest trend of CSR respectively and solidified
on the consensus they had reached.

The Party Central Committee and the State Council Issued Opinions on Constructing Harmonious Labor Relationship : Peopleoriented, Protect the Interests of Employees and Enterprises
The party central committee and the state council has issued the Opinions on Constructing Harmonious
Labor Relationship . The opinion is divided into eight parts of article 26, including the significance of
building a harmonious labor relations, the guiding ideology, working principles, goals, tasks and policy
measures. Opinions, points out that our country is in economic and social transformation period, the
main body of labor relations and interests more and more diversified, labor relations contradiction has
entered a highlight periods and seasons, labor dispute cases is high and in some places such as
damaging the interests of the worker of wage arrears for migrant rural workers despite the outstanding
phenomenon of collective shutdown and mass incidents happen from time to tome, the task of
building a harmonious labor relations.“Opinion” is a programmatic document guides the work of labor
relations in the new period.
Extended Reading：Opinions on Constructing Harmonious Labor Relationship

Updated Lists for Sustainable Development Reports of CBCSD Members and Other Corporations :
1CSDC: 2014 CSR Report
1Yonghui Superstores:2014 CSR Report
1CNNP:2014 CSR Report
1Founder Securities:2014 CSR Report
1Cross the Love:2014 CSR Report
1New Hope:2014 CSR Report
1Zhangjiang Hi-tech Park:2014 CSR Report
1China Baoan Group:2014 CSR Report
1CSIC:2014 CSR Report
1Gong wine:2014 CSR Report
1HWD:2014 CSR Report
1Phoenix Optical:2014 CSR Report
1Aerosun:2014 CSR Report
1Sansteel Minguang:2014 CSR Report
1Yin Co:2014 CSR Report

1Jizhong Energy:2014 CSR Report
1Binjiang Group:2014 CSR Report
1Tongfang Company:2014 CSR Report
1Yasha Company:2014 CSR Report
1SZCLOU:2014 CSR Report
1Jinzhou Port:2014 CSR Report
1Gree Electric:2014 CSR Report
1Guosen Securities:2014 CSR Report
1Tin Stock:2014 CSR Report
1Phoenix Optical:2014 CSR Report
1Jiangxi Changyun:2014 CSR Report
1Shanmei International:2014 CSR Report
1Shandong Luqiao:2014 CSR Report
1Youngor:2014 CSR Report
1Bell:2014 CSR Report
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International Cooperation and Global Trend

Naimy, the Oil and Mineral Resources Minister of Saudi Arabia

Energy and Sustainable Development: Saudi Arabia
Perspective
On April 29, Beijing Energy Club and Saudiaramco held the
Energy and Sustainable Development: Saudi Arabia
Perspective Seminar in Beijing. More than 100 experts were
invited to the seminar. Naimy, the Oil and Mineral Resources
Minister of Saudi Arabia made a speech themed “The Power of
Cooperation”. The experts made an in-depth communication
on the common challenges facing energy and sustainable
development in both countries and the potential and
mechanism for sino-Saudi Arabia cooperation.

Blue Gold Era, Win-win Future – 7th World Water Forum Talking about the Global Water Management
On April 12-17, the 7th world water forum was held in South Korea. Chinese government stressed that will pursuing to realize its
own water development targets, the Chinese governments still stick to the “sincerity, practical, intimate and honesty” and will
provide water assistance to the country in need, especially to share China’s experience with other countries in security
management in urban and rural areas, water infrastructure building, development and protection of regional water resources and
personnel training.

World Hydropower Summit First Held in China
The World Hydropower Summit was held in International
Meeting Center in Yanqi Lake, Beijing from May 19-21 by IHA.
China will showcase its hydropower achievements, expand
international hydropower market, strengthen exchange in
international science and technology and reach a common
ground on international hydropower and publicize the
sustainable idea worldwide.

UNEP: Promote South-South Cooperation in Sewage
Treatment
UNEP “Global Sewage Initiative South-South Cooperation
Network Center” was officially held in Beijing Environment
Exchange. Zhang Shigang, UNEP representative in China said
the center aims to serve as a sharing place of IT so as to
promote the South-South Sewage Treatment.

ICLEI World Congress Focused on China Urbanization
and Urban Development
In the afternoon of April 8, ICLEI 2015 World Congress was
opened in Seoul with the theme of “Sustainable Solutions for
the Future of the City”. China urbanization and urban
development have attracted wide attention. Experts from ICLEI
and CCUD exchanged views on maintain social stability,
meeting people’s basic demands, strengthen land using,
enhancing resource efficiency and ensure environmental
quality.
ICLEI World Congress

This Newsletter is edited by China Business Council for Sustainable Development (CBCSD)
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